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Little late, but for a good reason…. We are “re-tooling” our website and wanted it completed
before I sent out the announcement…. So…
Our news:
1. We (meaning – working with a web developer, our friend, Sue) have re-done our
website… hopefully to make it more user friendly… so when you look at it, you will find
it easier to use. Do let us know what you think… www.drsmick.com . We love our new
banner on the top which is a collage that Sue… the Extraordinary Sue developed for us
out of a bunch of our photos. If you are interested in just this kind of work, she creates
this separately (sagespider@gmail.com)... Tell her we sent you….(check out the work
she did for our daughter, Hidi – www.meridianhealthseattle ). She also has reformatted
our whole site and redid Hidi‟s web site, as this is her “real” work… Sue Denniston…
(www.sagespider.com ). She comes from a different angle than most web developers…
2. We‟ve been having really good reviews about Loren‟s Fortunate Number Jewelry (where
he takes your name that you go by --- does come calculations to see if it is fortunate for
you… if not, he will find the stones with the vibration that will make it fortunate and put
it all together in a pendant, bracelet, anklet, etc. If you name is fortunate, he will take
stones with that vibrational number and enhance your energy… both (believe it or not)…
work extremely well.
I found out that the name I go by and the name I do business by… are different. My
business name is fortunate… Loren made me a pendant especially for when I am in
“business” mode… and, man, I can not believe how much difference it made… and, of
course, my name I go by.. just plain old Diane Mickelson… is not fortunate… he found
the stones that make it fortunate--- and I love it (actually, had him make several that
matches different clothes….one benefit of having him around!!!!) If interested, please
check out www.fortunatenumberjewelry.com ).
3. Also, if you haven‟t checked Omnimumerology (unlocking the code to your personal
blueprint) under numerology on our website… folks have used this information to not
only support their personal energy but better understand themselves. Check it out.
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4. We continue on our blog adventure… I (Diane) have been on “my high horse”, had
questions elaborated upon, issues pursued, ponders pondered upon and some general
“just – outside of the box” wonderings. I have discovered a lot about myself and
sincerely hope you have joined with me on my journey and have obtained some insights
of your own. It is not about me wanting you to have my opinion – it is more about
pushing all of us to dig deeper into our own selves… to get to know ourselves a bit better.
Loren gets his “light bulb” moments and writes both in his Rock Your World blog (about
rocks, stones and the properties of each) and Fortunate Number Jewelry blog – in which
he highlights something he has created…. Do check out all three:
www.drsmick.com/blog
www.drsmickjewelry.com/blog
www.fortunatenumberjewelry.com
You can sign up for an RSS feed or sign up to have new blogs sent directly to your inbox
when a new one is written. You will have to sign up for each one to get them all…. We
are also on Twitter if you “tweet”
Practicaloracle
Lorenmickelson
DrsMickology
And, yes, believe it or not… we do have different “tweets” although we do cross retweet.
….and if you like what is blogged about or tweeted… do share them with your own
followers or folks that would benefit from reading them. We are in the process of trying
to expand our “messages, creations, etheric work” to a broader base. We know we can‟t
do it the “old way” of going from town to town to town… “they” (you know the bossy
bunch on the other side) have told us we all (and you are included) need to “do” the “do”
a new way…. Unfortunately, a lesson plan does not come with the “telling” so we blindly
are going forward the “new” way…. Hmmmmmmmmmmmmm.
**********

Feeling Strange????
I cannot think of a different title for this… it just seems as if we are “feeling strange”… ”feeling
off”…. As we are going through the evolutionary changes… we are changing from carbon to
crystalline… although we have always been connected to the earth, we are becoming even more
so. The earth has channels for subtle energies… in our bodies; these conduits for subtle energies
are known as meridians, which are related to the life force of our vital organs or nadis (a more
complex and subtle system of energy channels related to the chakras.)
The earth has her own grid or gridwork of subtle energy channels. Some of these are called ley
lines. They are conduits for the flow of subtle energy through earth‟s body, similar to our own
subtle energy channels. The energies that move through the earth‟s subtle energy channels are
much more massive than those energies that move through our bodies. But there is a relationship
between our meridian and the ley lines of our earth.
As you all know… and we‟ve about talked it to death… earth is entering into another phase of its
path… this is signaled by many factors, some you can detect, some we can‟t. Two of these
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factors are earthquakes and volcanic activities. Prior to an earthquake or a volcanic eruption,
there is a massive movement of subtle energy through earth‟s ley lines (in the vicinity of the
seismic event). This movement of subtle energy takes place before the actual tectonic shifts
occur. The tectonic shifts are the creators or the generators of earthquake activity. But the influx
of subtle energy through the meridians (ley lines), in the vicinity of an earthquake takes place
hours, days or even weeks before the actual earthquake and/or volcanic eruption itself. They are
the signs of the physical event. It is this subtle energetic aspect of earthquake and volcanic
activity that affects us directly.
Many of us are experiencing resonant responses in our bodies. This means that when subtle
energy related to a coming earthquake or volcanic eruption moves through one of earth‟s ley
lines, there can be a corresponding movement in our own meridian system. It is as if we become
a barometer for what is about to take place. Some are more sensitive to this than others, so the
effects can be much more pronounced in these folks. Sensitive people can respond to the subtle
energies of the earth changes thousands of miles from the actual event itself. But even less
sensitive people can feel it now. Due to the fact that earthquake and volcanic activity are on the
rise, many of us are experiencing an increase of these bizarre resonant responses with our bodies.
Here are some of the physical and emotional effects that this seismic-related subtle energy
produces. When an earthquake or volcanic eruption is imminent there is a flow of subtle energy
through the meridians or ley lines of the earth in the vicinity of the seismic event…there are,
simultaneously, resonant responses in your physical body. When there is a movement of this
subtle energy through our personal meridian systems, all types of strange phenomena can take
place.
These include, but are not limited to, an increase in temporary short term memory challenges,
episodes of sudden bodily heat and cold, inexplicable physical discomfort, and even pain that
seemingly appear for no reason and then dissipate.
You might also experience brief moments of what might be called „thinking and sequencing‟
challenges…and episodes of sudden decreased energy. In these odd energy states, it will appear
as if we suddenly have no energy available to us. We may feel as if we have been unplugged
from our power source. We will have more fatigue, exhaustion and at the same time have an
inability to get restful sleep. There seems to be increased episodes of feeling like we are falling
asleep while we are awake. Now… all of our “symptoms” are not related to these earthquakes
and/or volcanic actions… we all need to make sure we are taking care of ourselves, etc… make
sure it isn‟t “our” stuff… But… much of what we are going through is that when earth is
shifting levels of planetary consciousness…we are also going through these changes and we can
ride on her coattails… Since the earth is shifting consciousness, you can enter into deeply
profound states of consciousness in these moments. Let the world go and surrender to the
experience of “falling into ourselves”. Some of us will enter inner worlds of reality that have
immense healing and nourishing effects… others will simply feel like they “blacked out” and
have no recollection of what occurred. Doesn‟t matter… we benefit.
Sometimes, however, we might also experience the opposite reaction… we might sense our body
entering a hyper state for no apparent reason…as if everything has sped up metabolically. This
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is a result of our subtle energy bodies vibrating at a faster rate than what we are used to (even
with all our “upgrades). This sped up feeling may last for a brief period of time or continue for
several hours. During these hyper states of awareness, we might experience a download of
cosmic information and/or spiritual light. We may also find subtle energy channels with our
body spontaneously opening with a resulting amplification of subtle energy flows through these
channels. As odd as all this seems… these are evolutionary jumpstarts. If you are a person who
doesn‟t sense energy changes within “you”… don‟t worry… they are taking place… Yes, they
are so, don‟t worry that you are being left behind. Unfortunately for living in our reality in the
NOW… many of these evolutionary jumpstarts may occur at inconvenient times. Just be ok with
the… realize that we are benefitting from them…. (Hard to do… but……. We need to keep on
keeping on… we are DOING it….) so our advice… center, ground, breathe and know…. WE
ARE DOING IT!!!!!
So, off for now….

Well…. I will pretend I had my hair combed… or better yet… windy day….(yeah, right)….
Loren and Diane
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